
  

Twelve - Winter's Bite

Varying shades of gray beneath a bone-yellow sky was the view that

Ashaki observed through the window.

This planet was one big Taiga. Snow dri ed in piles over gray

boulders and dull lichen. Strange lollipop shaped "trees" were the

only life for miles, a sickly green among the grays and whites of the

landscape. Their canopies looked less like leaves and more like

feathers pu ing o  their spindly branches and black trunks. It was

utterly bizarre but beautiful.

The click-clack of Dhare's claws across his wrist computer sounded

behind her; the buttons made a pinging noise as he pushed them.

She turned to find him standing near the bed donned in an outfit she

hadn't seen yet. He wore his usual armor, but he wore a fur mantle

around his shoulders and a fur loincloth. More fur wrapped around

his calves and forearms. However, he wore bones that reminded her

of a spine around his neck like a corded necklace. The bleached color

blended into the gray and white fur, but the texture of them drew her

eyes. The Yautja looked wild and primal, his long decorated locs

falling down his back and over his shoulders. She had to admit to

herself that he looked good, practically stylish. a1

Dhare had barely spoken a word to her since he had pinned her in the

sand on Haven. She swore she could still feel his heated, scaled

thighs against hers as he nuzzled her neck like a cat. She could feel

his coiled power behind his tight control. Those tusks of his had

hovered over her carotid artery, caressing and sharp. Just one bite

and she would have bled to death.

It was confusing. For someone who acted like she was such a

nuisance, he sure seemed to enjoy skin-to-skin contact.

Seeing her eyes on him, he turned to leave the room, but Ashaki was

hot on his heels. Once in the cockpit, he stopped to open a

compartment flush with the wall and pulled out a pelt. Without a

word, Dhare held it out to her with a so  trill.

The fur was unbelievably so  and thick beneath her hand. The pelt

had two distinct layers of hair, one long and one short, perfect for

cold temperatures. Ashaki had no idea what the creature looked like

alive, but it was probably stunning with fur like this. It was also a bit

heavy and was a struggle to hold the bulk of it up.

"Protection from the cold." He stated, his first words to her in ages

while waving a hand at the pelt.

Ashaki thought of the frigid wilderness outside, but her mind was not

quite accepting that he had decided to speak to her. She pursed her

lips while trying to understand his meaning.

"I will bring you with me. On the hunt."

Her eyes snapped to him in surprise. Could she really do this? Allow

him to make her go on this hunt? Use her as bait? Was this a test or

some way to get rid of her?

The thoughts raced in a flurry. She was unable to untangle the dense

cotton that filled her head. It was only when Dhare tipped her chin up

with the blunt edge of a claw that she felt grounded once again.

Those eyes reminded her once again of the golden orbs in the

darkness that had been a constant companion through the years.

There was a calm assurance within Dhare's level stare that made her

heart skip.

"It is not what you think," he slowly explained. The claw slowly curled

to cup her chin in his thick finger. "You will not be harmed."

She didn't believe him. Making sense of him was frustrating, too.

What did that moment on the beach mean? Why was he so...wishy-

washy with her? He was more mercurial than the damn weather!

"I find that hard to believe..." she tugged herself free from his gentle

hold and casted her eyes to the floor.

Dhare's mandibles twitched as he moved away to open the hatch

from the dashboard. On screen, the ramp descended until it was

millimeters above the snowy earth. Then he departed the cockpit for

the hall outside, and Ashaki decided quickly to follow, but even then,

he was already standing at the top of the ramp by the time she caught

up. His shoulders dropped slightly, before turning to look at her as he

placed his mask over his face.

"It is your choice, Ashaki."

My choice? Since when did I have a choice?

He le  the cra  and made his way across the snowy ground, stopping

a few meters away to give her one final look. His cloaking blipped on

rendering him invisible. Standing at the top of the ramp, Ashaki

couldn't feel the outside. She could only assume it was some kind of

ship barrier blocking the frigid cold.

A er a while, she went to prepare a meal, nothing more than a simple

stew of root vegetables from one of the bins and the meat Dhare had

purchased for her. Still, the stew was warm and had a home cooked

taste. It chased away the chill that had crept into her heart as she

tried to make sense of her Yautja captor. She plopped herself in his

pilot seat and busied herself learning the symbols over the controls.

By writing down the symbols, she tried to make sense of his written

language and possibly, crack it. Then, she would be able to steal the

ship or at least, send a distress call to other humans. a1

But mostly, anything to cure the boredom that encapsulated her day

when Dhare hunted helped keep her mentally active. Also, when she

kept herself busy, the time passed faster. Doing something that

required the brain to work and focus was a welcomed reprieve.

Sighing contentedly, Ashaki whittled away at her work.

• • •

Dhare watched from above as his prey grazed on the frozen ground.

The giant beast's long snout snu led through the sparkling snow. Its

so  grunts and whinnies filled the desolate quiet.

The sak'ya was a creature native to this planet of ice and snowy

wilderness. It resembled one of Earth's elephants but had long,

wicked spikes down its back and sharp talons curling at the end of its

thick legs. Translucent fur covered its body but reflected the muted

sunlight which helped it  blend in with its environment. Its paddle-

like tail was lined in microspikes that could cause great bodily harm.

Sharp fangs longer than Dhare's hand lined its long maw.

Despite looking like a docile grazer, this creature was deadly, a trap

for ignorant prey. He had already seen it tear through a small furry

rodent-like animal and gobble it whole, a dark fate for the alien

creature.

Silently, Dhare nocked a metal arrow on his bow and drew back the

string, his muscles straining against the heavy draw weight. It was a

good ache, the kind that allowed him to focus even more as he aimed

his weapon at the sak'ya. He released a pu  of air right before letting

the arrow loose. It sliced through the air and struck right into the

sak'ya's shoulder.

A high pitched yelp le  its maw as the creature stumbled around to

find what had attacked. However, it was too slow, because Dhare

jumped to another branch and shot another arrow, this one landing

near its ribcage.

He dropped to the ground in front of the beast, snarling at his prey.

His arms held wide in a fighting stance. The giant creature whipped

its head around and returned with a spine curdling roar of its own. It

charged, swiping at him with a massive paw.

Dhare rolled to the side, landing on a knee and fired two quick shots

into the animal's opposite side. It roared in pain and quickly

retaliated with a swi  kick backwards, knocking him into a tree. The

bark snapped beneath his weight and fell over his prone form.

With lightning speed, Dhare was on his feet again and nocked

another arrow that buried into the beast's foot. He jumped to the

side, grabbing a low branch. He clung there, his feet flat against the

trunk, using the precious seconds to catch his breath while his prey

staggered. The lumbering beast keened lowly as it frantically looked

about the area for Dhare. It found him on the tree and roared, spittle

flying with the ferocity of its anger and pain.

Quicker than Dhare could react, the creature's tail thumped into him,

knocking him out of the tree. He collided with the ground and hissed

in pain. The tail ripped out of his flesh to pummel him again.

The Yautja hunter's black locs flew about wildly with the motion as he

scrambled to his feet to escape. Immediately, sharp claws raked

across his netting, shredding it. Fluorescent green blood pooled to

the surface and dripped onto his pristine metal armor. Groaning now,

he pressed a hand to the wound in the hope to quell the bleeding.

Cold air stung the exposed flesh.

His wound was deep and painful. Another groan of pain escaped his

throat as he dodged the creature's next attack.

He had to end it before the fight escalated out of his control.

The sky was clouding over with the gray threat of storms. His sensors

in his mask told him a heavy snow was coming. Even more reason to

finish this fast and return to the ship to treat his injuries.

Pauk! C'jit!

Without adequate protection, cold could be the death of a Yautja. A

chill skated over his skin as he clambered onto a large boulder. The

bow retracted in on itself so he could place it in his waist-pouch. He

quickly retrieved his combi-stick from his back, deciding that he

would make the killing blow with this instead. His side burned; the

ripped flesh pulsed with intense pain as the cold drained away his

energy.

The beast was below him, stamping madly and pounding on the base

of the stone. It wasn't able to reach him, and this vantage was much

sturdier than a tree. He centered himself, focused on his target, and

jumped.

As soon as the blade pierced through the skull of the sak'ya, it

keened, an ear piercing roar that quieted into a death rattle. There

was barely time for it to thrash or fight. The mighty beast fell to the

ground with a thud bringing Dhare with it.

He was thrown to the ground where he landed in a pile of snow. Pain

jolted through his body from the impact, but his wound burned anew

when he tried to sit up. He was too injured to stand, and he fell back

down. Gazing up at the sky he saw snow begin to fall heavily. a1

Thoughts swirled in his mind as he lay there before he began to press

a series of buttons on his gauntlet with the last bit of his energy,

fighting against unconsciousness.

Dying here was not an option. Death was something he didn't fear,

but he wasn't ready. This wouldn't be his final resting place. Not here

and not now.

Cold...so cold...

"Ashaki...you pest...I hope your time...exploring taught...you

navigation...skills..." he rasped, forcing himself to stay conscious just

a bit longer.

The darkness was too heavy, like the snow, and it swallowed him

whole.

• • •

Ashaki was putting away her notepad when a harsh klaxon burst to

life in the cockpit. She squealed at the abrupt noise and her notepad

went flying as she jumped to her feet.

A message flashed across the viewing window in Dhare's language,

but the alien symbols quickly turned into numbers that gave latitude

and longitude. Coordinates! Above these coordinates a video

appeared, a live one, that pointed to a stormy, gray sky. Snow fell

down in heaps. The beginnings of a blizzard, it seemed like. The tops

of those weird alien trees hung over the video from the periphery.

The feed was obviously coming from an alien forest of some kind.

Understanding bloomed, something was very wrong, and she

launched into action. Ashaki rolled up the giant fur pelt Dhare had

o ered and attached it to the bottom of her hiking pack, taking up

the spot of where her bedroll would go. She dumped packets of jerky

from the kitchen into her pack along with some raw meat she stu ed

into her thermos. Before she le , she took a smaller fur pelt from her

palette on the floor and wrapped it around her upper body.

It was as good as she was gonna get. Her get-up wasn't perfect but

she had braved harsh conditions before. She wrote down the

coordinates on the back of her hand and ran down the ramp with her

compass already out.

Outside the hatch, Ashaki put in the code she had secretly

memorized into the keypad. A smile of pure satisfaction spread her

lips as the ramp retracted and the ship was secured. She didn't know

what lived on this planet nor did she want a crabby alien later on to

be even crabbier that snow had entered his precious ship. With that

done, she raced her way through the frigid wilderness.

She trudged through the snow with an arm above her eyes to shield

her vision. The snowfall became heavier and heavier as she went;

eventually it was near white-out conditions. The world around her

was so drenched in blizzard, she could only see one meter in front of

her face.  Harsh icy wind blasted her from the side but she kept going,

her compass leading the way to the right direction.

Eventually, she found the forest she saw in the live stream, and

unsurprisingly, this was  where she found a familiar figure lying

prone. He was lying right next to a massive elephant-looking thing

speckled with arrows and thankfully dead. The thing was horrifically

frightening, all teeth and hair, so she ignored it for now and focused

on making her way to Dhare.

He had never been so still. a1

His body was partially buried beneath a layer of snow dyed the color

of his neon blood. Fear jolted through her body as she tried to rouse

him, shaking his wide shoulders, but he lay still without making a

move. Only the slow rise and fall of his chest assured her that he was

still alive—for now.

"Dammit, Dhare! Don't die on me. I haven't figured out your language

enough to hot wire that ride of yours, yet!" ranted the woman as she

shook and pushed at the unconscious Yautja.

A er a second without a response, Ashaki opened her backpack and

dug out her tent, leaving the folded stakes at the bottom. She rolled

out the canvas next to Dhare and pushed his big, alien ass onto it

using her feet. Her calves strained with e ort, but she put everything

she had into it. A erward, there was a steady burn in her legs from

muscle strain, but it was only going to get worse from the walk back.

She looped paracord around Dhare and tied him down using two of

the stake holes. She tugged on the loop to make sure it was securely

fastened. It would need to be able to drag him behind her all the way

back to the ship. The loop held.

With a heave, she slowly began her journey to safety with Dhare

heavy behind. The snow was too thick and her vision full of nothing

but dull white.

Worry for Dhare ramped up as she struggled to haul him through the

blizzard; the cold creeped into her very bones. Her many miles of

hiking before being kidnapped had become advantageous to

dragging an eight foot alien man through a fucking blizzard on

whatever planet this was. It was something she never thought would

happen, but when in Rome! Do as the Roman's do...which is

apparently drag a fucking unconscious, bleeding alien across an

uninhabitable wasteland.

They would probably both freeze to death out here. To think

otherwise was nigh impossible or just plain stupid. Her skin was

nearly numb and her muscles ached while four hundred plus pounds

of dead weight made the trek slow going and exhausting.

It was when she saw a dark spot in her vision that she felt a kernel of

hope. The closer she came, the bigger it got until she stood before a

large cave that went quite deep before sharply turning to the right.

Shelter!

There wasn't time to check if anything was hiding within. It would

just waste precious time that both of them couldn't a ord, especially

Dhare. He was somewhat reptilian so his life was in more danger than

hers.

Slowly but surely, she hauled him into the mouth of the cave and

immediately she felt the di erence in temperature. The snow fell a

few meters in but stopped there, the cold not as bad. Ashaki

continued inward until they were in the back end, hidden away from

the harsh weather. She settled Dhare in the most sheltered corner

before disappearing outside to gather a few scraps of the weird black

wood so she could start a fire.

Heat. She needed heat as fast as possible.

In the thick snow, she found only an armful of semi-damp sticks, but

she was able to make a fire despite her shaky hands. The weak fire

burned a strange blue color instead of orange like she was used to. It

was odd but it was already providing warmth. Once heat began to fill

the space, she removed the metal pack from Dhare's back before

depressing the spot to open his mask. The beetle-like shell of the

pack opened similarly and revealed Dhare's medical equipment.

"Alright, what do you lizard-folk use to heal yourselves?" She

muttered as she plucked a syringe full of blue liquid from its spot.

The syringe was awkwardly big in her small human hands but she

thickly applied the gel-like substance over his wound; four sharp

claws had shredded through his thick skin like butter. The deep

scratches started at his lower ribs and traced down to right above his

hip.

It was a marvel he was still alive! A human would've bled out

instantly, but Dhare wasn't human. He was an alien instead and a

resilient one at that.

The gel making contact with the wound sizzled and she watched as

the blood clotted.

"Holy shit!" she gasped, poking at the remnants of the gel.

To her surprise it was already dry and crusted over the wound. It was

like magic! But of course she knew it was highly advanced medicine

that was damn near like it.

Rummaging through the rest of the tools, she couldn't make much

sense of them. The only thing that looked familiar was what looked to

be a metal tongue depressor. She saw a disk shaped thing, too, but

didn't want to mess with it out of fear of messing something up. His

equipment was as alien as him. Good thing she recognized how to

use the syringe. If he had needed any of these other tools, he would

have been SOL.

Unfortunately, her First-Aid training wouldn't be useful except for

how to prevent hyperthermia. She rubbed her hands over the fire and

made sure Dhare was warming up too by laying her hands on his still

cold skin.

Ashaki frowned. She would have to have skin-to-skin contact with

him to gradually bring up his body temperature. That was the last

thing she wanted to do with Dhare, but it was his only shot at

survival.

Sighing in defeat, she got to work drying out the fur pelt by the fire,

making it toasty warm as she dressed down to her bra and

underwear. A chill raced over her body as she worked to remove

Dhare's armor. Piece by piece, she revealed dark green and creamy

yellow skin, her fingers skating over his body as she went.

"Look, dude, I'm glad you're passed out right now, 'cuz this is so

weird. I'm totally not stripping you down to...reveal..." she came to

the codpiece, hesitating to even venture there.

It felt wrong to remove it. She couldn't bring herself to do that.

Removing it would feel like a violation of consent, of which he had

none since he was unconscious. Shaking her head, she decided

against it and le  it alone. Giving him some privacy in this shit was

the least she could do. It didn't stop her from wondering what was

underneath there, though.  Hopefully his dick didn't have frostbite.

What a plot twist this was.

He was the enemy, yet she was saving his life.

She needed him and he needed her. It was why he had called her,

right? He had to have sent the distress signal in the hope that she

would save him. Dhare had put his life literally into her hands.

If she was a lesser person, she would've le  him to die in the cold

from his injuries, but alas, she was too blasted nice. He kidnapped

her but he didn't deserve to die.

Ashaki pulled the warm fur closer and  straddled Dhare's waist with

the pelt pulled up over his legs and halfway up her bare back. It

warmed her as she lay right on top of the Yautja, bringing the pelt

higher until it was at the top of her head. She rested her cheek right

above where she heard his heart. The steady rhythm was comforting.

She wasn't cuddled up with his corpse.

His skin was lukewarm but gradually grew warmer. She moved her

hands up around his neck and stretched her legs down his thighs and

calves. She was tiny compared to him, but she did her best in sharing

her warmth. The fur pelt helped trap their combined body heat and

warm them.

Hopefully it wasn't too late for him. She didn't want to lose her one

source of survival nor someone she had conflicting feelings about. a1

For now, she lay there, rising and falling with his deep breaths.

• • •

Dhare still hadn't woken up a few hours later, but his body was

considerably warmer than it had been. She removed herself from his

body to rekindle the fire and cook some meat over it. With a full

stomach, she got to work on checking Dhare's wound.

Looking at it now, she saw it was already scarring. Whatever was in

that gel sure did its job!

Ashaki lightly ran her finger over the new scar tissue that joined many

other scars that littered his body. The skin was smoother along the

raised scar and warmer than the surrounding flesh. Her eyes briefly

flicked to his, making sure he was still asleep, before exploring more

of his rough scaled flesh. She found it was di erent than she had

imagined. His skin was like a reptile's but there were tiny black quills

here and there around his body, like small versions of his dreadlocks,

flexible and meaty.

Those were next on the list to explore. She picked a loc up with her

hand and inspected a thick clasp of golden metal. A symbol was

engraved in it, one she didn't recognize. Beads hung from various

other locs, some strands connected to slimmer bands at the top. His

hair-jewelry wasn't all that di erent from the accessories she would

put in her hair when she herself had dreadlocks.

The locs were warm to the touch. Her fingers stroked the smooth,

fleshy tendrils so ly. A rumbling purr issued from Dhare's chest as

she touched his dark dreadlocks. Her large alien captor stirred in his

sleep.

Did this cause him pain? Had she done something akin to pulling on a

cat's tail? Was it...pleasurable? There were too many possibilities. For

all she knew, that purring could be a growl.

She froze in her exploring to make sure he wasn't waking up. Getting

caught taking a firsthand, up-close look at his body would be

embarrassing and she didn't want to have that conversation. His

body was alien; his skin and main features such as his hands, face,

and feet were di erent from her own. It was his personality that was

somewhat human, that was the same. He would bicker with her and

try to assert this supposed "superiority" against her.

Were other aliens like him? Being so relatable at times?

It was a question she was afraid to find out but there was still that

curiosity. Learning all she could about this alien had become one of

the things necessary to piece together an escape. Everything she

learned would help, no matter the information. Another important

question was...what would she do when she escaped?

Would she really enjoy going back to her old life? Living a

monotonous life stuck behind the boundary of the Human Sphere

where maybe she would meet a guy to settle down with and start a

family? It seemed so boring now...

She had to admit that life with Dhare was...exciting!

He took her to places she had never imagined before. Ashaki had

seen sights that no other human had, bathed in the sun of an alien

world on an alien beach with an actual alien. Now, here she was, on a

world of ice and snow trying to save that same alien's life. The alien

who had kidnapped her, but also had made sure her needs were met

and had given her more reign to roam; he cut the leash almost

entirely.

Pushing her thoughts aside, Ashaki explored his face, her fingers

running along his jaws. The skin here was somewhat smoother,

especially the portion that stretched between his upper and lower

mandibles. It was less pebbly and felt nice to touch.

Dhare began to stir again, his breathing changed from a steady

rhythm to waking up. His eyes fluttered open and took in his

surroundings before finding her sitting there beside him. A groan

rumbled in his chest as he tried to sit up; a hiss escaped his mouth

when he failed and fell back down onto the canvas tent. Ashaki

retrieved her water canteen and o ered it to him, keeping the bottle

over his fluttering mandibles.

"Hey, drink some water." She pressed the bottle against his tusks to

force his mouth open and pour some water in it.

Thankfully, he swallowed it just fine, his tongue catching stray drops

that hit his chin. He let his head fall back to stare at her. Light

reflected from the fire onto his yellow eyes. The light picked up

deeper golden flecks that she didn't see o en. It was only when light

directly hit his eyes that she could see how his eyes became a gold

color.

"You...came..." he rasped.

Their eyes met and something fluttered in Ashaki's stomach. She

thought of how vulnerable she had felt when she had thought he was

dead or how she didn't want to be alone again. There was so much to

say, all of it baring her neck for him to fatally strike when he chose.

Baring so much of herself was frightening, so she fell back on old

habits.

Ashaki snorted, adopting a mocking tone, "Of course I did. Why

wouldn't I?"

His heavy brow furrowed slightly, "Because I kidnapped you and

destroyed your vessel."

Her chest burned as she buried the emotions that threatened to fill

her eyes with tears. It was di icult to harden her face as she averted

her eyes, focusing on the fire to roast some meat for Dhare.

Instead of words, she just shrugged.

She didn't trust her voice at the moment.

Dhare slowly sat himself up to lean against the smooth wall behind

him. He hissed, his mandibles spreading a little as he palmed the new

scars he had. Lightly, he touched each one before finally noticing his

armor and equipment scattered around him. His eyes eventually

landed on her state of little clothing, his mind working to put together

the pieces.

She decided to help him by explaining.

"You were going to freeze to death, so I rolled you onto my tent and

dragged you here. It was snowing too hard to find the ship," she

stabbed the meat on a stick and handed it to Dhare, who eagerly took

the steaming strip of meat. "I had to remove your armor and fur since

it was wet. You would've froze to death if I had kept it on."

He inspected each piece of clothing before moving to his medical

equipment scattered around their makeshi  campsite.  "I wasn't

quick enough. The sak'ya ruined my netting that provides warmth."

Ashaki winced as he plucked the half empty syringe from the ground,

"You were bleeding out, and I didn't know what any of that did, but

that thing," she pointed at the device in his hand, "saved you from

death."

"You chose right. It clots thwei and seals the wound."

" Thwei...does that mean blood?"

He nodded once, " Sei'i."

A little pride filled her chest. Thank goodness she had chosen the

right thing or she would've been deeply fucked. It was actually nice to

see him up and moving, even if he was a bit sti  and slow in his

actions.

"I did not mean it when I apologized for destroying your ship." The

Yautja smirked, his mandibles li ing on the side.

Leave it to him to be an asshole still a er I literally saved his life! She

shook her head with a small smile.

"Why are you partially undressed? It is much too cold for your pyode

skin."

Not bothering to ask for a translation, she licked her lips and faced

him head on. She had dreaded this moment. The moment where she

had to admit she had cuddled up with him in such a state of undress,

even though it had saved his life.

"You were close to hyperthermia. Hyperthermia is what we humans

call freezing to death in medical terms. Your body was dangerously

close. I learned in First-Aid that a way to combat this is...skin to skin

contact." She gestured to the fur pooled at his waist.

She saw the realization in his eyes first, and then he cocked his head

to the side as he stared at her, his jaws slack. If he had lips she was

sure he would've had his mouth open like a fish. Shock had overcome

him.

Seeing him in shock was a new thing.

"Why...?"

Ashaki released a heavy sigh, "You act like you wanted to freeze to

death. I wouldn't willingly cuddle you, not without a legitimate

reason. So, stop acting ungrateful and say thank you."

The Yautja was quiet for a moment as he gathered his items, placing

them back where they belonged. His locs' beads and bands clinked

together when he moved closer to the fire.

"Thank you, Ashaki." Dhare pulled the pelt close so it would warm up

again, his shoulders sagging.

For being so old, he had lots of pride. There was something

monumental for him to thank her for the aid when he needed it most.

He had trusted her; he had performed a real trust fall and she had

caught him in her arms. Even now, as she sat there with her legs

crossed, hunched by the fire, Ashaki felt the significance of what she

had done.

"You're welcome."

Some of the chill was creeping into the cave sending a shiver through

her body. She ignored it, welcoming the cold to distract her mind.

The howl of the blizzard filled the silence between their words.

"I owe you a life debt. A life for a life." Dhare proclaimed, his voice

so .

He seemed to notice she was cold and o ered the warmed pelt,

scooting closer to wrap it around her small body. The shiver

immediately went away and she thanked him with a so , half smile.

He nodded and opened a bag he had attached to his waist belt,

something she hadn't bothered removing, to pull out a small

rectangular package.

In his large hand was a candy bar, human and wrapped in foil. He

o ered it, "A gi  for you, pest." a1

"This partially pays o  your debt, lizard boy." She plucked it from his

hand and looked at the expiration date. It was still good! She happily

tore into the package and took a bite.

It was one of her favorites. A chocolate bar with a caramel center that

had a delightful crunch. She couldn't help the small moan that

hummed in her throat as she made sure to savor the sweet.

Dhare sti ened next to her, but she took it as the cold getting to him.

She swallowed, "Are you feeling okay?"

A large hand waved casually, "I am okay. Tired. My body evolved for a

warmer climate."

"We share that in common. I hate the cold."

Her Yautja companion cocked his head to the side, "Really?"

She nodded, her braids dusting over her shoulders.

"My skin is dark like this because my ancestors were from a continent

called Africa. They immigrated to a country called Canada sometime

in two-thousand and four." Her teeth bit into the bar again, her

tongue catching a stray drop of caramel.

Again she missed how Dhare reacted, his eyes going to her tongue.

"Canada?"

"Yeah," she nodded again, "it's like...a clan."

He rumbled in understanding but continued to stare with his familiar

predatory gaze. She didn't think she'd ever get used to it, but

surprisingly, it was a comfort a er their latest trial, but it was brief. It

was starting to make her uncomfortable. His eyes averted when she

gave him a look of annoyance, her own eyes narrowed. They sat in

silence together, letting the heat of the fire keep them warm.

"May I request...more skin-to-skin? My netting failed and the cold is

draining my energy again." Dhare clenched his hands as he lay on his

back, a slight shiver running through his own body. a1

Not even thinking about some way to decline, she agreed. "Sure, but

don't do anything weird. You're not the only one who's

uncomfortable about this."

He grunted as Ashaki crept closer, draping the pelt over them both

and snuggled into his side. She tensed when he draped a heavy arm

over her but relaxed when his breathing slowed to that rise and fall

that told her he was asleep. It was weird doing this again but...she

didn't mind it.

Many decades had passed since she had felt such intimacy. Even

though he was an alien and an asshole of an alien at that, she would

savor this. a1

Yeah, she had a few rounds of sex over the past two years but this was

the closeness she had missed. Being held by someone and able to

fully relax. The feeling of his heavy arm was quite comforting, like a

weighted blanket, reassuring her that he was still here and still alive.

All of the day's events had changed something between them and

there was no going back.

Perhaps instead of being the enemy...he could be the friend she

needed.

__________________

A/N: I hope y'all enjoy this update! It was a long one and a pivotal

chapter. :) a1

Continue reading next part 
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